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Abstract: In the past decade, resilient cities (RCs) have gained extensive attention in academic and
political debates as a vision of urban futures. In particular, with the support of the Rockefeller
Foundation’s Resilient City 100 Program (RC100), a number of cities worldwide have pushed this
concept forward from theory to practice through their RC plans/strategies. However, there is
widespread doubt regarding how much this holistic idea of the future built environment contributes
to urban practice. After developing a scoring evaluation matrix based on the synthesis of existing
RC assessment frameworks, this review scrutinizes the plans, reports, city leaders’ speeches, official
websites and academic reviews of five representative resilient cities and investigates their motivations,
planning and achievements. The results demonstrate a huge theoretical and practical gap in RC: while
RC plans attempt to expand as comprehensively as possible from cities’ initially narrow motivations,
their achievements in implementation are limited. Although RC provides more holistic solutions
to the cities, the limited resources mean that cities have to prioritize their urgent issues in their
everyday practice. This paper calls for designating more feasible and specific features in RC visions
and maintaining regular alignments from planning to actions in future RC practice.

Keywords: resilient city; theory and practice; planning practice; future built environment; scoring
evaluation matrix; assessment framework; urban resilience; RC100

1. Introduction

With the increasing proportion of cities in human settlements, the giant and complex
system of cities has encountered increasing uncertainties and risks [1,2]. In the past two
decades, terrorist attacks, extreme weather, financial crises, global warming and other
crises have significantly impacted our vision of the future built environment. In the face of
various natural and human disasters, the vulnerability of cities has become a major problem
impeding sustainable urban development [3]. Resilient city (RC), a fashionable concept in
urban planning, emerged as an attempt to resolve this problem. Scholars aim to use this
concept to improve the resistance, recovery and adaptability of complex urban systems and
to enhance the predictability and guidance for urban planning [3–6]. Furthermore, after
years of advocacy and debates, cities have gradually adopted and translated RC into their
master plans, strategic plans and community plans [7–9]. In particular, with the support
of the Rockefeller Foundation’s Resilient City 100 Program (RC100) since 2013, a large
number of cities worldwide have pushed this concept forward from theory to practice
through their RC plans/strategies [10–13].

However, while many city authorities increasingly use the RC concept in envisioning
the future built environment, some scholars have questioned how much content of RC
can be implemented in reality and are concerned about the gap between its theory and
practice [14–17]. In contrast to the heated theoretical discussions, RC practice still has not
demonstrated convincing models. Some scholars have warned that RC may become an-
other fuzzy concept such as “sustainable development” in the hands of policymakers who
change RC policy standards flexibly according to different situations [18–20]. Empirical
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data also demonstrate that the same plan or urban policies can be interpreted selectively in
the implementation stage by different government agencies [9,20]. In essence, RC, as a sys-
tematic concept for future cities, can only have a positive impact on the built environment
if its multiple and integrated dimensions are considered. The limited achievements mean
that the initial comprehensive RC plans may not perform as well in reality as expected in
the planning.

Therefore, this research aims to explore the gap between the planning and imple-
mentation of RC through an analysis of the empirical data of five representative RC cities.
Although some individual RC cases have been critically reviewed and assessed [9,12,21–25],
the uniqueness of each city means that a systematic and comparative review of RC planning
and implementation is still needed. To fill this gap, this research compares the RC planning
and implementation of five cities using a newly synthesized scoring matrix evaluation
framework and detailed narratives of each city’s RC trajectory. This research attempts to
answer how the RC concept lands in urban practice on a global scale.

In the next sections, this paper first reviews the development of resilience in the
academic circles, particularly on its trajectory associated with cities. This is the theoretical
foundation for understanding the changes and mismatches of RC in theory and practice.
Second, five representative RC cities are selected as the resources of the empirical data. They
are analyzed through a comprehensive scoring evaluation matrix of 26 indicators in seven
clusters developed based on the grounded analysis of existing assessment frameworks.
The scored results are accompanied by the narratives of each case to demonstrate the
differences among the motivations, planning and achievements of representative RC
cities. This reveals that, although authorities usually make their RC plans inclusive and
comprehensive, the implementation is limited to easy or urgent parts. Through an in-depth
analysis of the relationship among motivations, planning and achievement, this study
demonstrates the contribution and constraints of RC for urban practice and suggests future
development directions.

2. Expanding Dimensions of the Resilient City

The concept of resilience first appeared in ecological scholarship in 1973, when C. S.
Holling used the term “resilience” to describe the ability of ecological systems to resist
and/or adapt to a particular disturbance and recover its normal functioning or state of
balance, which may set the initial baseline or a new situation [26]. This concept challenged
the then-dominant stable equilibrium theory in ecology, with an emphasis on non-linear
dynamics and uncertainty. It later extended to social systems to describe the interaction
between disturbance and reorganization in social-ecological synergies [27,28].

The concept of resilience was then introduced to the built environment, focusing on
the relationship between ecological systems in the city [29] and cities’ responses to natural
disasters [3,6]. The development of social resilience has motivated urban scholars to regard
cities as giant social-ecological systems, emphasizing integrated feedback of urban systems
and cross-scale dynamic interaction of urban elements [30]. RC research began to focus on
how the urban system achieves a new balance through the utilization, preservation, release
and reorganization of social cycles [31]. Along with public awareness shifting to financial
austerity, class conflicts and populist movements after the 2008 financial crisis, more schol-
ars have begun associating the RC concept with sociology, political science and economics
to seek new urban solutions related to social equality, political empowerment and economic
optimization [13,32,33]. Resilience’s connotation with dynamics, co-evolution and elasticity
makes this concept an ideal concept for dealing with unpredictable changes in the future
built environment. Considering the increasing corpulent content of RC, some scholars have
attempted to organize them into coherent frameworks [4,5,34]. For instance, Desouza and
Flanery proposed a resilient urban evolution mechanism based on a complex adaptive sys-
tem by simplifying the model of the interactive relationship between the urban system and
the agent as the two-element attributes of “materiality” and “sociality” [4]. However, these
attempts have not prevented the continuous expansion of the RC theory, particularly after
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the involvement of the wheeling-out power of NGOs, including the United Nations Office
for Disaster Risk Reduction, the World Bank and the Rockefeller’s Foundation [35,36]. A
recent review shows that the scope of RC is still continuously shifting and expanding in
academic discourse [37], tending to cover increasingly important aspects of the economy,
infrastructure, society and ecology for the future built environment.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Case Selection and Data Resources

This research selects five cities as empirical data to analyze the gap between the plan-
ning and implementation of RC, according to cities’ planning activities, data accessibility
and regional representativeness. First, each selected city has either specific RC plans or
at least a substantial part influenced by the RC concept in the city’s master or strategic
plans. As the concept of “resilience” is becoming increasingly popular in urban planning
and management, many city plans contain “resilient” content. For this research, at least a
designated section is needed to be regarded as a planning action for RC. Although almost
all RC100 cities contain a comprehensive RC plan as required in their RC100 participation,
this selection attempts to extend beyond the RC100 inventory to represent a more diverse
scope. Therefore, every selected city has at least one RC plan other than its RC100 plan.

Second, sufficient data can be retrieved to assess representative cities’ RC implemen-
tation. This part is more critical for this selection procedure, as implementation data are
usually more fragmented than planning documents. Four types of resources were retrieved
and synthesized for this assessment: cities’ official websites on their RC actions and achieve-
ments, recent academic reviews on specific cities’ RC practice, city leaders’ recent speeches
or interviews on RC and cities’ own review reports. News reports are generally excluded in
this assessment, as our preliminary study discovered that their links with resilience heavily
depend on journalists’ own interpretations. Admittedly, languages are a constraint in this
selection process, but the authors have tried their best to obtain access to all available data
with the help of Google Translate’s website translation service. The assessed documents
span from 2010 to September 2021, with a focus on the past three years.

As a result, the selected cities are London, Addis Ababa, Rotterdam, New York and
Surat (Table 1). This selection covers cities in different continents (Europe, North America,
Asia and Africa) and different developing stages (developed and developing countries).
It should be noted that only (at least regionally) large cities were selected because of the
scarcity of open data of smaller cities for this analysis.

Table 1. Representative RC Cities and Their Practice Data Resources.

City Planning Documents Implementation Data 1

London London Resilience Partnership Strategy 2020
London City Resilience Strategy 2020 (RC 100)

City Official Website: https://www.london.gov.uk/
Academic Reviews: [8,38]
City Leaders’ Speech: Deputy Mayor for Environment &
Energy Shirley Rodrigues’s Speech to Resilience First, 13
January 2021 [39]

Addis Ababa
Addis Ababa, Enhancing Urban Resilience
2015
Addis Ababa Resilience Strategy 2020 (RC 100)

City Official Website: https://resilientaddis.org/
Academic Reviews: [40–47]
City Leaders’ Interview: An interview with Chief Resilience
Officer [48]

Rotterdam Rotterdam Climate Change Adaptation 2013
Rotterdam Resilience Strategy 2016 (RC 100)

City Official Website: https://www.resilientrotterdam.nl;
https://www.rotterdam.nl
Academic Reviews: [9,12,24,49]

https://www.london.gov.uk/
https://resilientaddis.org/
https://www.resilientrotterdam.nl
https://www.rotterdam.nl
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Table 1. Cont.

City Planning Documents Implementation Data 1

New York

One NYC—A Stronger, more resilient New
York 2013
One NYC—The Plan for a Strong and Just City
2015 (RC 100)

City Official Website: https://www1.nyc.gov;
https://nyc-oem.maps.arcgis.com/
Academic Reviews: [25,50]

Surat Surat City Resilience Strategy 2011
Surat Resilience Strategy 2017 (RC 100)

City Official Website: https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/
Academic Reviews: [51–53]
Governmental Reviews: [54]

1 The accessing details of city official websites are available in Supplement S1.

3.2. Assessment Framework

To analyze the gap between the planning and implementation of RC, this research
establishes an assessment framework based on the comparison and synthesis of existing
assessment methods. Although relevant to and inspiring for the RC concept, current
assessment frameworks on similar concepts, such as “Goal 11 (sustainable cities and com-
munities) of the Sustainable Development Goals” [55] and “Disaster Resilience Scorecard
for Cities” [56], have different priorities and coverage for cities. Therefore, this research
principally focuses on the current assessment methods directly named after “resilient city”
or “city/urban resilience” to avoid further expansion of this research target.

Existing RC assessment frameworks primarily focus on two interactive directions:
process and content. The process framework focuses on the different stages of urban
resilience and usually uses flow maps to demonstrate the relationships between differ-
ent components [4,5,29,34]. This direction typically closely represents the nature of the
RC’s complexity, diversification, dynamic decision-making and uncertainty. However, its
complexity and ambiguity make it difficult to measure the empirical data. Second, content-
based frameworks include different ideas that can be associated with the enhancement of
urban resilience. This direction is usually summarized in an indexed evaluation system that
attempts to quantify each indicator that represents an idea. Through the standardization
and weighting of the index data, the results of the superimposed index data are used
as the standard for evaluating urban resilience [57]. However, it is difficult to reach a
consensus on how to determine the weights of indicators within a complex system. In
particular, different cities encounter different environmental challenges, which hinders
unified standardization and weighting to adapt to different environments. Instead of
standardization within predetermined structures, this research uses a grounded approach
to build an RC assessment framework based on the synthesis of existing content-based
assessment frameworks [58,59]. This enables this research to assemble a comprehensive
framework to cover as many aspects of RC-related contents as possible.

The analyzed resources cover the most cited literature on RC assessment in academic
databases (Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar) as well as the widely applied
assessment methods in city plans. It should be noted that two types of assessment literature
were excluded from this synthesis but used as supplementary references. The first type
includes assessment frameworks that focus only on specific aspects of RC, e.g., community
disaster mitigation [60] and the relationship between ecology and planning [29]. The
second is the frameworks’ scope that is too broad to assess the RC practice. Acknowledging
that many indicators (e.g., GDP per capita, employment rate and crime rate) can be
linked to RC assessment, this research contends that it is still difficult to determine their
exact contribution to RC practice. As a result, this research selects and compares five
representative assessment frameworks [3,5,61–63] and lists their contents pertaining to RC
in detail (Table A1).

After combining similar ideas, a 26-indicator table is created as the evaluation matrix
to assess different aspects of the planning and implementation of RC (Table 2). Further-
more, a grounding method [64] is used to categorize the indicators into seven sections:
public participation, social service, robust economics, hazard management, institutional

https://www1.nyc.gov
https://nyc-oem.maps.arcgis.com/
https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/
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optimization, physical/engineering and natural enhancement. Instead of dividing RC into
equally balanced aspects (e.g., social-physical [4] or economic, environmental, security,
social and political [63]), this categorization aims to provide groups of ideas pertaining
to RC for easier understanding in the later analysis. Therefore, clustering is loosely gath-
ered depending on the closeness and commonality of the listed indicators. The matrix of
indicators represents a broad but assessable scope of RC for envisioning the future built
environment. This summary lays the foundation for the analysis of selected RC cases.

Table 2. RC Assessment Framework.

Clusters Indicators

Public Participation (PP)

1. Educate developers and the public about hazard
mitigation
2. Encourage community involvement and citizen
participation
3. Collective learning process from past urban hazards

Social Service (SS)

4. Enforce security and laws to reduce crimes
5. Set ensured human security for providing basic living
needs
6. Assist vulnerable neighborhoods and populations
(increase social equity)
7. Enhance robust public health systems and emergency
medical care

Robust Economics (RE)

8. Diversify livelihoods that can mitigate business
interruption impacts
9. Adopt sustainable economic initiatives
10. Use/facilitate alternative energy (e.g., solar and wind to
reduce greenhouse gas emission)

Hazard Management (HM)

11. Identify, monitor and assess hazards and vulnerability
12. Land use and planning management for natural
hazard-prone areas
13. Enhance building hazard resistance by appropriate
construction regulations
14. Build effective emergency response services/initiatives

Institutional Optimization (IO)

15. Increase capacity of governmental institutions through
wide collaboration
16. Adopt a flexible planning system and adaptive design
process
17. Employ agile city management for uncertainty and
challenges
18. Effective coordination with other government bodies

Physical/Engineering (PE)

19. Set robust protective infrastructure with regular
maintenance
20. Build/optimize a distributed or decentralized hazard
mitigation system
21. Build/enhance reliable ICT infrastructure
(communication network)
22. Use/optimize a sustainable urban form
23. Optimize diverse, effective, affordable, sustainable
transport

Natural Enhancement (NE)

24. Conserve, manage and protect ecosystems
25. Optimize urban blue-green ecological networks within
compact cities
26. Maintain diversity in biological systems

This assessment framework uses a scoring system to measure each indicator in later
analysis: 3 indicates that this point is well elaborated in planning or largely put into city
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actions; 2 indicates that this idea is partially included in planning proposals or practiced to
some extent; 1 indicates that only a limited part of this point is mentioned in the planning
stage or very little is realized in terms of implementation; 0 denotes that this point is not
mentioned or achieved at all. Compared with its existing counterparts, this assessment
framework not only has a wider coverage of most aspects that cities have planned and
practiced pertaining to RC but also demonstrates a relatively feasible approach to measure
each indicator in the framework.

3.3. Comparison and Narratives of Empirical Data

For the analysis of each city, this research focuses on the comparison of three aspects:
motivations, planning and achievements. First, early-stage documents are traced to reveal
the initial motivations for adopting the RC concept or participating in the RC100. This
part aims to answer why this city started to use the concept of resilience in its city plan-
ning and management, particularly before the formal names of the plans included the
term resilience. Second, this research uses the assessment framework to determine the
content coverage of two selected RC plans for each city (the planning documents column
in Table 1). This section aims to discover what is envisioned in cities’ plans when the RC
concept is introduced as well as their priorities in these strategies compared with earlier
motivations. Thirdly, achievements are summarized in the same framework using synthe-
sized information resources. Admittedly, it is difficult to check every detail of the city’s
achievements. The synthesis of multiple data (the achievement data column in Table 1)
can at least identify the key areas that selected cities have achieved under the RC concept.
To make the cross-city data comparable, this research set the same standard for assessing
achievement data for each city: only the ideas that have been translated into projects,
policies, funds or programs with real actions and named after or described as “resilient”
are accounted as the achievements. Besides, implementation actions before the RC plans
can still be regarded as achievements if they are officially associated with the RC concepts.

It should be noted that this scoring criteria principally focuses on the scope that the
RC practice has covered but cannot quantify to what extent one specific idea has been
realized. Some large gaps in the degree of implementation are discussed as narratives of
each city’s RC journey to additionally support conclusions. Furthermore, this research
briefly compares the narratives of each city from initial motivations to implementation and
highlights some controversial indicators.

4. Results

This research employs the scoring evaluation matrix developed in Section 3.2 to assess
every indicator in the most representative RC plan, RC 100 plan and planning achievements
of each city. The detailed scoring basis is available in Supplement S1 for each number. This
resulting matrix (Table 3) provides comparable and computable data between planning and
achievements, as well as among different cities, as the foundation to analyze RC planning
and achievements.
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Table 3. Scoring results of representative cities’ RC planning and achievements.
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1 Educate developers and the public about hazard
mitigation 3 3 0 2 3 1 2 2 3 0 2 3 2 2 2 2.00 0.97

2 Encourage community involvement and citizen
participation 3 3 2 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 2.40 0.71

3 Learn collectively from past urban hazards 1 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 1.13 1.09

SS

4 Enforce security and laws to reduce crimes 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0.67 0.87

5 Set ensured human security for providing basic
living needs 0 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 0.93 0.93

6 Assist vulnerable neighborhoods and populations
(increase social equity) 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 0 0.80 0.75

7 Enhance robust public health systems and
emergency medical care 0 0 0 1 3 2 1 2 0 3 1 0 2 2 2 1.27 1.06

RE

8 Diversify livelihoods that can mitigate business
interruption impacts 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 2 0 2 0 1.13 0.88

9 Adopt sustainable economic initiatives 0 0 3 2 3 2 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1.27 1.29

10 Use/facilitate alternative energy (solar, wind, etc. to
reduce greenhouse gas emission) 0 1 1 3 3 2 0 3 3 1 0 0 3 2 0 1.47 1.26
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Table 3. Cont.
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11 Identify, monitor, and assess hazards and
vulnerability 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2.47 0.62

12 Build effective emergency response
services/initiatives 3 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 0 3 1 2 0 0 2 1.67 1.14

13 Enhance building hazard resistance by appropriate
construction regulations 1 3 2 1 3 0 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 2 0 1.93 1.06

14 Land use and planning management for natural
hazard prone areas 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 3 0 2 1.00 1.10

IO

15 Increase capacity of governmental institutions by
wide collaboration 3 0 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 0 1.93 1.00

16 Adopt a flexible planning system and adaptive
design process 0 3 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.80 0.91

17 Employ agile city management for uncertainty and
challenges 2 3 0 1 1 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.00 1.03

18 Effective coordination with other government bodies 3 3 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 1 0 1.93 1.00

PE

19 Set robust protective infrastructure with regular
maintenance 0 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.47 0.81

20 Build/optimize distributed or decentralized hazard
mitigation system 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1.20 0.98
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21 Enhance reliable ICT infrastructure (communication
network) 1 1 1 0 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 1.27 1.24

22 Optimize sustainable urban form 0 1 0 0 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0.87 1.02

23 Provide diverse, effective, affordable, sustainable
transport 0 0 1 3 3 3 0 0 0 3 1 1 3 3 2 1.53 1.31

NE

24 Conserve, manage, and protect ecosystems 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 3 1 2 0 1 0 3 1 1.13 1.15

25 Optimize urban blue-green ecological networks
within compact cities 0 2 2 0 2 2 3 3 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 1.60 0.95

26 Maintain diversity in biological systems 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.47 0.72

Scoring Criteria: 3 = Well elaborated/practiced; 2 = Partially included/practiced; 1 = Mentioned/practiced to a limited extent; 0 = Not mentioned or practiced at all. For a better visualization, the cell with the
higher value is assigned with darker color.
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4.1. Different Focuses

The assessment results of five representative RC cities (Table 1) demonstrate that
indicators are not equally treated in RC planning and implementation. Furthermore, cities
also focus on what is more urgent and necessary for their urban development.

First, different indicators were weighed variously in the planning and implementation
procedures. The diverse average scores of each indicator in Table 1 show that the ideas
that scholars associate with the RC concept are treated drastically differently in the five
cities. The high average scores and low standard deviation of some indicators in Table 3
mean some ideas have reached wide consensus in both RC planning and implementation,
such as No. 2 “Encourage community involvement and citizen participation”, No. 11
“Identify, monitor, and assess hazards and vulnerability” and No. 19 “Set robust protective
infrastructure with regular maintenance”. These ideas are widely accepted in almost
every RC-related plan and are implemented widely in practice. In contrast, some widely
discussed ideas are largely ignored in cities’ actions. To illustrate, No. 4 “Enforce security
and laws to reduce crimes” is only elaborated in Rotterdam’s RC100 plan but is surprisingly
not mentioned at all in its RC plan or its implementation. Furthermore, No. 16 “Adopt
flexible planning system and adaptive design process” is an important approach to realize
London’ resilience but is almost entirely ignored elsewhere. In addition, No. 26 “Maintain
diversity in biological systems” has been widely discussed in academic discourse and in
the policymaking of RC [61,65] but has been ignored in practice. Although some ideas
have been eagerly included as part of the RC concept in academic circles, cities do not
have much interest in linking them with resilience. For instance, enhancing biodiversity is
a critical component in London metropolitan planning and governance policies through
London plans and various urban greening guides and funds [66,67], but it is not included
in any of London’s RC plans at all.

Second, even regarding the same idea, five cities have different approaches toward
including them as a part of their RC trajectory. Since the random allocation of the 0–1–
2–3 scoring numbers has a standard deviation of 1.12, the high score standard deviation
numbers (>1.2 in the column of standard deviation in Table 3) indicate that these indicators
are highly polarized in urban practice. Addis Ababa and Surat elaborated No. 23. “Provide
diverse, effective, affordable, sustainable transport” in their plans and take real actions
in their urban development (relatively high achievement score in Table 3). In contrast,
Rotterdam never associates its excellent public transportation system with the RC concept
in an official tone [68]. This huge divergence between cities is also observed regarding
No. 9 “Adopt sustainable economic initiatives”, No 10 “Use/facilitate alternative energy
(e.g., solar and wind to reduce greenhouse gas emission)” and No. 21 “Enhance reliable
ICT infrastructure (communication network)”. Because cities are in different development
stages, every city encounters distinctive urgent problems related to the next step of urban
development. For instance, globally top cities (London and New York) merely interpret the
RC concept in their own ways for urban practice and keep this concept slim in their city
plans, while cities in developing countries (Addis Ababa and Surat) made ambitious plans
to seize the opportunities for urban development. This means it is an impossible task to
build a universal consensus for RC practice.

4.2. Broader Scope in Encounter with the RC100 Program

Comparing the two plans on RC, the RC100 plans generally have a wider scope than
the city’s own RC plans. Figure 1 graphically illustrates and presents the average scores of
each cluster in the planning and implementation of five cities and shows the comparison
among different cities and within the same city. This shows that the scope of planning has
expanded with the intervention of the RC100 program. The only exception is New York,
whose RC plan developed immediately after 2012 Hurricane Sandy has a wider scope than
its 2015 plan. As the most prosperous and powerful metropolitan in the world, New York
does not care for sponsorship from the RC100 program. Although linked to RC100’s official
website as a key example, “One New York: The Plan for a Strong and Just City” seems like
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a perfunctory submission for the Rockefeller’s Foundation since it is the only plan without
any indication of its RC100 participation.
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All of the other four RC plans have expanded their scopes, particularly regarding
the Robust Economics cluster and the Natural Enhancement cluster (Figure 1). Rotterdam
and Addis Ababa included the term resilience in their plans’ names years before the RC
concept emerged for its water-centered climate change policies and economic re-orientation,
respectively [9,69]. However, the RC100 program accelerated its original trajectory to a
wider coverage [12,70,71]. While Rotterdam’s own RC plan in 2013 focused on the analysis
of and potential solutions to five typical hazards, its RC 100 plan in 2016 extended to an all-
encompassing plan that attempted to solve wide social, economic and ecological problems.
The most comprehensive plan (highest average score of 2.15)—Addis Ababa Resilience
Strategy 2020—puts forward three pillars, 13 goals and 48 actions to build a “thriving,
safe, intelligent, green and healthy resilient city” [70]. Similarly, when the RC100 program
came to London, both the LRF and Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC)
proposed different plans [8]. The MOPAC proposal to tackle cyber-crime and emerging
digital threats was selected by political authorities in 2014 [72]. However, the lengthy
preparation of London’s RC plan has changed its initial narrow goal to a much broader
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scope: traditional disaster mitigation and management have been gradually expanded
by a more encompassing vision of climate-change adjustment; MOPAC’s cyber-security
issues have been expanded to more general social services; and some ideas on flexible
planning and design processes and infrastructure maintenance were added. Plans on the
encouragement of the RC100 program have become increasingly comprehensive with the
ambition to solve more problems.

4.3. Gap between Planning and Implementation

The scope of implementation in reality is usually lower than the content of planning
in both city-level (Figure 1) and indicators’ comparison (Figure 2). Because this assessment
only measures the scopes of RC planning and implementation, the real gap in achievements
may be even wider. Figure 2 shows that the scope of most indicators is lower in implemen-
tation, particularly for two clusters: Social Service and Institutional Optimization (marked
with dotted boxes in Figure 2). Three indicators in Social Service—No. 5 “Set ensured
human security for providing basic living needs”, No. 6 “Assist vulnerable neighborhoods
and populations (increase social equity)” and No. 7 “Enhance robust public health systems
and emergency medical care”—represent the ideas that are easy to claim but difficult to im-
plement in reality. Although everyone knows that they are important for the whole society
and can significantly boost urban resilience, they require a long-term effort with sufficient
financial and labor resources. Similarly, for the three points in Institutional Optimization, it
is not easy to change the existing planning, design and governance systems within a short
period as RC achievements.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the planning and achievements of each indicator. (The average scores are calculated based
on the ten RC plans and five cities’ achievements for each indicator of the data in Table 3).

Another reason for this gap is that cities prioritize their urgent problems. For instance,
both the 2003–2013 structure plan and the 2015 resilient strategy of Addis Ababa allocated
a large area of swampy land for flood retention and urban agriculture as an important
RC action. However, a so-called “master plan reconciliation” committee of the city ad-
ministration decided to use the same land for condominium houses. Open areas in the
catchment now mainly consist of “residential green space”, which implies that they were
occupied by informal residents [45]. In the short term, Addis Ababa’s housing problem
is more urgent than disaster mitigation issues for city authorities. On the one hand, the
RC concept helps cities to identify various uncertain risks that cities may encounter by
building a complete evaluation structure to prevent blind spots in urban development;
on the other hand, municipal authorities must choose the priority of urban development
under such a broad plan when resources are limited. Therefore, as shown in Table 3, the
implementation content often corresponds to the more urgent parts of cities’ needs.
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5. Discussion: What RC Brings for Urban Practice?

The assessment results show that RC, as a changing and expanding concept in aca-
demic discourse, may not have as considerable of an impact on innovative urban practice
as has been claimed. This section critically reflects on the positive features that RC brings
to practice and the constraints that prevent good ideas of RC from translating into the
improvement of the built environment.

There is no doubt that the RC concept creates a platform for different stakeholders
in cities to communicate regarding topics related to resilience [8,73]. In all cases, the
journey of making RC plans is a process of building networked governance on strategic
mapping of a clear policy and, therefore, setting a clearer agenda with various stakeholders.
The forums, workshops and consulting meetings for RC plans are shared platforms to
collectively consider the future mode of the built environment in the age of uncertainty.
Practitioners benefit from using the RC concept because it empowers the local level to act
horizontally against top-down actions. Furthermore, powerful international organizations
facilitate intercity sharing for effective and feasible actions on a global scale with financially
stimulating initiatives. The RC concept provides a framework for holistically assessing
the vulnerability of cities, gaining an opportunity to gather fragmented bureaus and
departments to respond to urban challenges together and generating an imaginary knotting
point for the future built environment for the general public.

Another noticeable feature of RC is city branding. For many cities, the adoption
of RC practice represents a political commitment of city municipalities to post-disaster
recovery [50] or is featured in their advertisements for attracting foreign investments and
tourists [73,74], regardless of whether the actions have been successfully implemented in
reality. The post-Sandy political pressure forced New York to use “resilience” to name its
new governance framework, which creatively recalibrated its new and old elements [50].
Ironically, when the most emergency post-storm time passed, New York sought new
fashionable labels to substitute the old branding, and RC became a merely specific term for
hazard management and flood-related infrastructure (see Supplement S1). Furthermore,
for many well-performing cities, RC is a new way to enshrine their advancements among
cities and to brand them in a new manner to the general public. For instance, many
of Rotterdam’s iconic RC achievements (e.g., green roof and water plaza) have been
completed or were at least in good progress before the RC concept was introduced to
its city plans [24,49]. Similarly, in London, the RC concept has been mainly used for
assembling and extolling a number of existing programs instead of bringing new ideas to
change the current city planning and development trajectory. Furthermore, RC plans can
be an ambitious agenda beyond urban development, such as seeking geopolitical impacts
in Addis Ababa. Mayor Diriba Kuma asserted in establishing its RC office [48]: “We want
the city to be a model for the region. Addis has already been a leader in promoting climate
resilience and green economy and holds a track record of championing resilient initiatives
. . . ” Its Resilient City Office became a propaganda agency to spread the city’s achievements
that can be linked with RC. Critics argue that the active planning actions in Addis Ababa,
including RC plans, represent a propaganda model by the federal government to pursue
its geopolitical ambition and influence other countries in the Horn of Africa [75]. Some
indicators’ wider scopes in implementation compared to planning in Table 1 show that
five cities are enthusiastic in advertising some specific resilient-related achievements for
city-branding purposes.

However, the shared platform inevitably broadens the scope of the RC concept in
practice, as stakeholders tend to input their understanding into RC plans. Furthermore,
city branding narratives often ignore the many nuances that RC research initially aims to
achieve and merely focus on the positive image for the general public, regardless of its
feasibility and effectiveness [73]. Similar to many concepts in planning, the RC concept has
become increasingly vague and broad in practice and can be interpreted and implemented
differently for stakeholder needs [76]. More precisely, the five cities started their journey
of resilience from a relatively small scope of urgent and local problems such as sudden
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natural disasters or recognized long-term threats (see more details in Supplement S1).
New York and Surat responded with their planning actions to the 2012 Hurricane Sandy
and the devastating 2006 Surat flood, respectively [50,77]. Rotterdam’s location in the
low delta area motivates its preparation for climate change, particularly for the sea-level
rise [9]. Metropolitan complexity drives London to form the London Resilience Forum
(LRF), a network of public and private partners, to prepare for natural hazards and critical
infrastructure failure [8]. These motivations have been gradually expanded in the planning
stage when more stakeholders were involved and more visions were included, particularly
with the intervention of the RC100 program. The meaning and vision of resilience for cities
will continue to morph in urban practice, especially as practitioners incorporate their own
interpretations and imagination along the way [78]. Although scope expansion itself is not
a problem, it amplifies the gap between planning and implementation, as demonstrated in
Figure 1.

Therefore, there are concerns that the concept of RC will become an empty signifier in
the discourse of the future built environment, as like what happened to “sustainable city”,
“creative city”, and “smart city” [18,79–81]. As Therrien et al. observed in London practice,
the “diversity of issues makes it difficult to develop a clear set of interconnected priorities
on resilience that reflects a convergence of interests among organizational stakeholders” [8]
(p. 7). All claims in the name of RC seem to be an all-winning process, but in many cases,
there is an unbalanced consequence that needs to identify winners and losers or those who
obtain more privileges in the resilience actions. It would definitely be disappointing if RC
is only an umbrella word that merely builds a holistic image of cities and gains wider social
support instead of real inspirations for practice. Our assessment results demonstrate that
the RC practice actions that are implemented in reality are closely associated with cities’
urgent problems rather than how resilient these actions can be for the cities.

6. Conclusions

With the help of the scoring evaluation matrix, this study assessed and analyzed five
representative cities’ practices from planning to implementation. The results demonstrate
that the RC concept is usually interpreted with different focuses depending on the city’s
own needs when it lands on practice. Although cities’ initial motivations for resilience were
usually narrow, the shared platform that this concept entails and the city branding trend in
practice easily triggers plans to expand as comprehensively as possible, particularly with
the intervention of the RC100 Program. The holistic solutions that the RC concept aims
to offer to cities always encounter difficulties in the implementation process because the
limited resources, particularly in the post-2008 austerity governance, mean that cities can
only prioritize their urgent issues in their everyday practice.

Therefore, this paper calls for scholars to pay more attention to researching feasible
and specific features of RC that can optimize our future built environment. Instead of
adding more content or mapping complex networks of a large collection of components
in the name of RC, it is more important to elucidate the contribution of specific features
to building our urban futures in the grand narrative of RC. In urban practice, regular
alignments from planning to implementation are more important in RC practice than
proposing one or another unachievable city-branding plan. If the destination of RC is not
clear enough, the deleterious dimension of resilience may secretly do the evil rather than
bounce back after disturbance, as expected in reality [15,38].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Comparison and Summary of Representative RC Assessment Frameworks.

Resource
Urban Hazard Mitigation:

Creating Resilient
Cities [3]

From Fail-Safe to
Safe-to-Fail: Sustainability
and Resilience in the New

Urban World [61]

Planning the Resilient
City: Concepts and

Strategies for Coping with
Climate Change and

Environmental Risk [5]

City Resilience
Framework [62]

Defining the Resilient
City [63] Summary

Key Points

Enhancing physical and
social elements of cities
with seven characters of

resilient systems:
redundant, diverse, efficient,

autonomous, strong,
adaptable, collaborative

A non-equilibrium
approach; more strategic

than normative

An integrative approach
with four clusters of

concepts: vulnerability
analysis matrix, prevention,

urban governance,
uncertainty-oriented

planning

Assessment framework for
seven qualities: reflective,
flexible, integrated, robust,
resourceful, redundant and

inclusive

A working definition of
resilience for fragile cities

and guidance towards
specific dimensions and

indicators

Public Participation

Educating developers about
mitigation techniques and

notifying the public
Education for the public

Educate developers and the
public about hazard

mitigation

Community’s involvement
Community participation

and support; citizen
engagement

Strong civil society and
community networks

Encourage community
involvement and citizen

participation

Facilitate collective learning
and self-organization

Learn collectively from past
urban hazards

Social Service

Security and laws to reduce
crimes

Enforce security and laws to
reduce crimes

Support basic living
standards (safer housing,
energy, drinking water,

sanitation, and food supply)

Ensured human security
(incomes, income equality,

poverty rates, access to
markets and employment,
health and nutrition, etc.)

Set ensured human security
for providing basic living

needs

Adopt recognized equity
standards; assist vulnerable

neighborhoods and
populations

Increase social equity

Assist vulnerable
neighborhoods and

populations (increase social
equity)

Robust public health
systems and sufficient

healthcare and emergency
medical care

Enhance robust public
health systems and

emergency medical care
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Table A1. Cont.

Resource
Urban Hazard Mitigation:

Creating Resilient
Cities [3]

From Fail-Safe to
Safe-to-Fail: Sustainability
and Resilience in the New

Urban World [61]

Planning the Resilient
City: Concepts and

Strategies for Coping with
Climate Change and

Environmental Risk [5]

City Resilience
Framework [62]

Defining the Resilient
City [63] Summary

Robust Economics

Mitigate business
interruption impacts

Higher levels of economic
diversity

Diverse livelihoods and
employment

Diversify livelihoods that
can mitigate business
interruption impacts

Boost ecologically friendly
economy

Sustainable economics with
diversity, integration and

competitiveness

Adopt sustainable economic
initiatives

Applying alternative energy
Policies and actions to
reduce greenhouse gas

emission
Solar panel buildings

Use/facilitate alternative
energy (solar, wind, etc. to

reduce greenhouse gas
emission)

Hazard Management

Identifying hazards and
vulnerability, monitor

vulnerability reduction
Vulnerability analysis

Hazard mapping,
monitoring, assessment,

and warning

Identify, monitor, and assess
hazards and vulnerability

Effective emergency
response services

Explicit and cross-sectoral
disaster risk reduction

initiatives

Build effective emergency
response

services/initiatives

Strengthening buildings
and public

facilities—flood-proofing
and wind-proofing existing
and new structures through

building codes and
engineering design

Appropriate building and
construction codes,

standards and enforcement

Building and/or
construction regulations;

robust built environments
to ensure safety in private

domains

Enhance building hazard
resistance by appropriate
construction regulations

Avoiding hazard
areas—directing new

development away from
hazardous locations and

relocating existing
structures and land uses to

safer areas

Land use management for
natural hazard prone areas

Appropriate land use and
zoning with a transparent

operation mechanism

Evaluating urban hazards
and likely vulnerabilities to
inform land use and urban

planning

Land use and planning
management for natural

hazard prone areas
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Table A1. Cont.

Resource
Urban Hazard Mitigation:

Creating Resilient
Cities [3]

From Fail-Safe to
Safe-to-Fail: Sustainability
and Resilience in the New

Urban World [61]

Planning the Resilient
City: Concepts and

Strategies for Coping with
Climate Change and

Environmental Risk [5]

City Resilience
Framework [62]

Defining the Resilient
City [63] Summary

Institutional Optimization

Develop broad hazard
mitigation commitment

Wide collaboration with
stakeholders and the public

Increase capacity of local
government institutions

Increase capacity of
governmental institutions

by wide collaboration

Adaptive community
practice

Adaptive planning and
design model with possible

pilot experiments

Adopt a flexible planning
system and adaptive design

process

Adaptive governance
management for

uncertainty

Employ agile city
management for

uncertainty and challenges

Effective coordination with
other government bodies

Build strong local
government linkages

Effective coordination with
other government bodies

Physical/Engineering

Using structural approaches
such as flood control works,

slope stabilization and
shoreline hardening

Robust protective
infrastructure with regular

maintenance

Robust built environments
to ensure safety in private

and public domains

Set robust protective
infrastructure with regular

maintenance

Build distributed hazard
mitigation capability

Redundancy by a
distributed or decentralized

system

Build/optimize distributed
or decentralized hazard

mitigation system

Operate networked
communications

Reliable communications
technology and
infrastructure

Enhance reliable ICT
infrastructure

(communication network)

Compact urban form with
high density

Optimize sustainable urban
form

Good pedestrian
transportation Sustainable transport Diverse, effective and

affordable transport

Provide diverse, effective,
affordable, sustainable

transport
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Table A1. Cont.

Resource
Urban Hazard Mitigation:

Creating Resilient
Cities [3]

From Fail-Safe to
Safe-to-Fail: Sustainability
and Resilience in the New

Urban World [61]

Planning the Resilient
City: Concepts and

Strategies for Coping with
Climate Change and

Environmental Risk [5]

City Resilience
Framework [62]

Defining the Resilient
City [63] Summary

Natural Enhancement

Conserving natural
areas—maintaining and

enhancing the functions of
wetlands, dunes and forests

Effectively managed and
protected ecosystems

Conserve, manage and
protect ecosystems

Provide sustainable
ecosystem services within
compact cities, blue-green

ecological networks

Urban green lands
Optimize urban blue-green
ecological networks within

compact cities

Maintain diversity in
biological systems

Maintain diversity in
biological systems
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